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We use glass in our homes not only because of the
aesthetic enhancement it provides but also because of
the illusion of space it creates.
Due to the light transmission capabilities of glass, glass windows can give you an
uninterrupted view of the scenery outside and in interior spaces like bathrooms, glass walls
make your space appear larger and brighter.
As amazing and futuristic as glass looks in your home, however, if it’s not maintained well, it
can cause some issues—like fogged-up windows when it’s raining outside or misty bathroom
stalls that make everything obscured when you want to enjoy a hot shower.
Most of the time, your glasses fog up due to the extreme disparities in temperatures between
indoors and outdoors.

Anti-fog film is a
hydrophilic and highly
durable specialty window
film that causes water
droplets to spread across
the surface instead of
forming beads that lead
to fogging.

If you’re a plant lover and have a lot of plants around the house, it can also cause your
windows to fog up.
How do you keep your glasses clean and clear without changing the indoor temperature to
unbearable levels or getting rid of your beloved plants? The solution is easy with anti-fog film.

How does anti-fog window film work?
Anti-fog film is a hydrophilic and highly durable specialty window film that causes water
droplets to spread across the surface instead of forming beads that lead to fogging. These
anti-condensation properties make this type of window film highly desirable for multiple
applications.
It is also highly resistant to damage from the sun and heat. You can use them on homes
located in any weather without worrying about discoloration or yellowing.

You can install them anywhere on residential property
Anti-fog window film is incredibly versatile and can be used on glass surfaces anywhere in
your home; you can use them on your windows, glass doors, greenhouses, showers, saunas,
mirrors, and fridge doors. They can also be used on commercial buildings.

For more information, please contact U.S. Film Crew at
412-961-TINT or visit www.usfilmcrew.com
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Anti-fog window film maintains maximum visibility
If your house is built in an area with sceneries to fall for, a window film can ensure that you
get to enjoy that view without fog and other buildup covering your view at the slightest sign
of temperature change.
The optical clarity is not only beneficial in home windows alone either. It will keep your bath
cubicle clear and lit whenever you want a hot bath, and also maintain the view when
installed on transparent refrigerator doors.
There will be zero fog or mist but maximum visibility windows that can retain the visual
appeal you’re trying to achieve with glass or transparent designs.
Keep up the look of shiny new surfaces

Cleaning up fogged-up
glass takes extra effort
and requires special
cleaning and de-fogging
agents. With anti-fog
window film, you can
simply avoid this all.

Apart from obscuring your view and blocking light, fog can also leave residue and marks
when dry. Cleaning up fogged-up glass takes extra effort and requires special cleaning and
de-fogging agents.
With a window film, you can simply avoid this all.
Get a new anti-fog film installed in your sanctuary and enjoy low-maintenance windows.
With no buildup and mist, you can use simple household cleaning agents, and your glass will
look good as new effortlessly.
Beyond that, these window film solutions also prevent condensation from seeping into
window frames and other surfaces, which prevents the formation of mold and other buildups
that can wear the surfaces.
With anti-fog film, your glass surfaces maintain their visibility, your time and money spent on
cleaning the window are saved, and your home value rises by a few thousand dollars!

Enhance your home value with anti-fog film
Why tolerate fog when there’s an easy and cost-effective solution out there? By installing
anti-fog window film, what you get is a home with glass surfaces that are well kept and
maintained, even amidst drastic temperature fluctuations outside.
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